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Abstract. How do click-through rates vary between research paper recommenda-

tions previously shown to the same users and recommendations shown for the very 

first time? To answer this question we analyzed 31,942 research paper recommen-

dations given to 1,155 students and researchers with the literature management 

software Docear. Results indicate that recommendations should only be given once 

Click-through rates for ‘fresh’, i.e. previously unknown, recommendations are 

twice as high as for already known recommendations. Results also show that some 

users are ‘oblivious’. It frequently happened that users clicked on recommendations 

they already knew. In one case the same recommendation was shown six times to 

the same user and the user clicked on it each time again. Overall, around 50% of 

clicks on reshown recommendations were such ‘oblivious-clicks’. 
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1 Introduction 

Recommender systems became popular in many domains during the past decades and 

content-based and collaborative filtering became the two most dominant approaches. 

Some researchers in the field of collaborative filtering analyzed the effect of letting users 

re-rate items. They found that correlation between original ratings and new ratings was 

low and only 60% of users gave the same rating as before [1]. Amatriain et al. showed 

that it might be better to letting users re-rate items than showing new ones. By doing so 

accuracy of recommender systems increased by around 5% [2]. 

We wonder whether re-showing recommendations might make sense in general. For 

instance, a user might miss a recommendation the first time, simply because he was in a 

hurry and did not pay attention to the recommendation. In this case it would make sense 

for a recommender to be persistent and to display the same recommendation again. To 

the best of our knowledge ‘recommendation persistence’ has not been studied so far.  

2 Research Objective & Methodology 

Our goal was to find out if and how often it makes sense to display the same recommen-

dations to the same users. To answer this question we analyzed empirical data from the 

literature management software Docear [4] which features a research paper recommender 

system [3]. The recommender system recommends research papers to users regardless of 

whether papers were previously recommended to the users or not. We analyzed how 
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click-through rates (CTR) between recommendations shown only once and CTR of rec-

ommendations shown multiple times differed. CTR expresses how much percent of the 

delivered recommendations were clicked. For instance, if 12 recommendations were 

clicked out of 1,000 delivered ones, CTR would be 1.2%. CTR basically measures the 

‘precision’ of the recommendation algorithm under the assumption that a clicked recom-

mendation is a ‘good’, i.e. useful, recommendation. For further details on Docear and its 

recommender system (e.g. how recommendations are generated and displayed) see [3, 4].  

3 Results 

31,942 recommendations were shown to 1,155 users for the first time and from the 

31,942 recommendations 1,677 were clicked, which equals a click-through rate of 5.25% 

(Table 1). From the 31,942 recommendations 2,466 were shown a second time to 375 

distinct users and 154 recommendations were clicked (CTR 6.24%). From the 2,466 rec-

ommendations 574 were displayed a third time and CTR was 6.97%. Also for the fourth 

iteration CTR was still rather high (6.55%). Based on these results one might conclude 

that it could make sense to display recommendations at least two or three times because 

for these reiterations CTR was significantly higher than for the first one (p<0.05).  

 
Table 1: Reiterations and click-through rate (CTR) 

 

The picture changes when looking at more detail into the data: around 50% of all clicks 

on reshown recommendations are ‘oblivious-clicks’ (Table 1, lower part). We define an 

‘oblivious click’ as a click on a recommendation that the user should know already, be-

cause he clicked it previously. For instance, 574 recommendations were shown three 

times. 40 of these recommendations were clicked which equals a CTR of 6.97%. Howev-

er, only 14 were clicked for the first time – the other 26 (2x13) were clicked for the sec-

ond or even third time. In one case a recommendation was even shown six times to the 

same user and the user clicked it each time. Ignoring the oblivious-clicks, i.e. considering 

only 1
st
 clicks, CTR decreases the more often recommendations are shown. Therefore, 

results may indicate that CTR increases when showing recommendations multiple times 

but only because users sometimes clicked on recommendations they have clicked before.  

In addition, CTR increased in general the more recommendations were shown previ-

ously to a user (Figure 1). For instance, CTR did not only increase for reshown recom-

1 2 3 4 5 6 … 11 … 21

Users 1,155     375      97     38     12     6      -   1      

Impressions 31,942  2,466  574  229  112   71    2      1      

No clicks 30,265  2,312  534  214  100   68    2      1      

Clicks 1,677     154      40     15     12     3      -   -   

CTR, overall 5.25% 6.24% 6.97% 6.55% 10.71% 4.23% 0.00% 0.00%

1st click 1,677     97        14     8       7        -   -   -   

2nd click -          57        13     1       2        1      -   -   

3rd click -          -        13     3       2        1      -   -   

4th click -          -        -    3       -     -   -   -   

5th click -          -        -    -    1        -   -   -   

6th click -          -        -    -    -     1      -   -   

Ʃ Obliv. clicks -          57        26     7       5        3      -   -   

% Obliv. clicks 0% 37% 65% 47% 42% 100% -   -   

CTR, 1st click 5.25% 3.93% 2.44% 3.49% 6.25% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
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mendations but also for ‘fresh’ recommendations, i.e. recommendations being displayed 

to a user for the very first time. This is not surprising because users who receive many 

recommendations probably are using the software for a longer time than users receiving 

their first recommendations. And for users using the software for a longer time, better 

user models can be created and hence better recommendations can be given (although 

this is not always the case as shown in [5].  

 
Figure 1: Redisplayed recommendations vs. fresh ones 

To get a better understanding of how good re-shown recommendations performed, we 

compared their CTR with CTR of fresh recommendations. If a recommendation was 

shown the second time, it received a CTR of 6.24% on average – a CTR of 3.93% for 

reshown recommendations not being clicked before and a CTR of 2.31% for reshown 

recommendations being clicked before (Figure 1). In contrast, fresh recommendations 

being displayed at the same time achieved a CTR of 6.44% and hence performed better 

than the reshown recommendations. This is true for all iterations: fresh recommendations 

always performed better than reshown recommendations at the same time (including 

oblivious-clicks). Considering only new clicks on reshown recommendations (i.e. ignor-

ing oblivious clicks), fresh recommendations performed even two to three times as good.  

 
Figure 2: Fresh recommendations vs. redisplayed ones with at least one day delay 

Based on the presented numbers one could conclude that reshowing recommendations 

would never make sense. However, we did the same analysis for recommendations that 

were reshown with at least one day delay (Figure 2). That means we ignored all recom-

mendations in the analysis that were reshown to the same user within 24 hours. In this 

case, CTR of reshown recommendations is often better than for fresh recommendations 

(with oblivious-clicks included). For instance, for the second iteration CTR for fresh 

recommendations was 6.69% but for reshown recommendations 7.72%. However, when 

ignoring oblivious-clicks again fresh recommendations always perform better than re-

shown recommendations. We also conducted the same analysis with a longer delay 

(three, seven, and fourteen days). Results were similar to the ones presented. Due to 

space restrictions we omit further details.  

1 2 3 4 5 >5

Rshwn; new 5.25% 3.93% 2.44% 3.49% 6.25% 2.11%

Rshwn; obl. 2.31% 4.53% 3.06% 4.46% 5.91%

Rshwn; all 5.25% 6.24% 6.97% 6.55% 10.71% 8.02%

Fresh 5.25% 6.44% 9.59% 8.67% 12.83%21.74%

C
T
R

Number of Reiterations (no delay)

1 2 3 4 5 >5

Rshwn; new 5.25% 4.85% 7.37% 5.26% 0.00% 0.00%

Rshwn; obl. 2.88% 7.37% 5.26% 16.67%16.67%

Rshwn; all 5.25% 7.72% 14.75%10.53%16.67%16.67%

Fresh 5.25% 6.69% 10.27% 9.38% 18.75%11.54%

C
T
R

Number of Reiterations (1 day delay)



 

 

4 Interpretation and Outlook 

Our results indicate that it makes no sense to generally display recommendations multiple 

times to the same users – fresh recommendations usually perform better. Nevertheless, 

about 2-3 % of recommendations shown the second or third time were clicked by the 

users for the first time. By showing recommendations only once, researchers would miss 

this 2-3% of interesting articles. In further research it should be studied why users some-

times click recommendations only when they were shown multiple times and whether 

users eventually found those recommendations useful or not. If they found the recom-

mendations useful, then it should be studied how to find out which recommendations to 

show multiple times and how often. For instance, it might be that the interest of a user 

has changed – maybe even due to the recommendations he has seen – and on first display 

the recommendation simply was not relevant for him. That means if a strong concept drift 

was determined by the recommender system, recommendations shown previously (before 

the concept drift) might be given again.  

In addition, it should be studied why users click several times on the same recommen-

dations. We assumed that users were just oblivious. In this case it probably would be of 

little benefit for the user to see the same recommendations several times. But maybe ob-

liviousness is not the only reason for clicking recommendations multiple times.  

It is also quite interesting that it made a difference whether a recommendation was re-

shown before or after 24 hours of a previous impression. In latter case (delay of one day 

or more), click through rates were significantly higher than for recommendations being 

re-shown within 24 hours and CTR of the reshown recommendations was even higher 

than for fresh recommendations. Under the assumption that oblivious clicks are desirable, 

reshowing recommendations could make sense. It might also make sense to transfer this 

finding to collaborative filtering and study how long to set a delay before letting users re-

rate their items.  

Open Data. Due to space restrictions, some data and graphs were omitted in this pa-

per. For those being interested in more details (or validating our research), we publish our 

data on http://labs.docear.org. 
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